Is Your Child or someone you know struggling to Read?
One in four children has a vision problem.
One in twenty has convergence insufficiency.

Could a vision problem be keeping your child from reaching his/her potential?

A workshop customized to meet your needs!

➔ Gather your friends/family/co-workers
(Group size as small as 4 or as large as 30+)
➔ Choose your location/informal setting
(Your home, community building, our office...)
➔ Schedule Dr. Myers to speak
(Approximate speaker time is 1 to 1 ½ hours)

Call us for more information & to schedule your workshop!
(570) 546-4885

Gabrielle and Kelsey work on improving binocularity to get rid of headaches associated with poor convergence.

Signs of Vision Problems
If a few of these signs are present, a visual-perceptual evaluation can determine whether visual deficits may play a role.

- Reversals continue beyond second grade
- Skipping lines or words in text, uses finger to keep place
- Misaligned columns in math or messy, up or downhill writing
- Headaches with reading
- Poor concentration when reading
- Poor posture when reading, slumps or “hunches down” so head is very near paper or book
- Problem gets worse with prolonged study periods